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About BAZCONTROLLERS 
 

BazControllers was started by Baz Leffler from Leffler Post in Sydney, Australia. 

Leffler Post is a company that specialised in post-production where Baz worked mainly as an on line editor, colorgrader, 

audio operator and a program master creator for international releases. 

Prior to this he ran a large outside broadcast company using multiple OB trucks. 

After Leffler Post was established he was approached by many of his earlier television colleagues to get back into live 

production. At the time he was doing beta testing on some Blackmagic products like Decklink, Extreme, Videohub and 

that inspired him to invest in their live production equipment. 

Subsequently after purchasing some vision switches, cameras, converters, monitors etc from Blackmagic Design he 

realised there were some products he needed that were not available anywhere. So being a qualified hardware and 

software engineer he set out to fill the voids by designing his own devices. 

Then he realized that others were also in need of these devices and slowly created a product line. 

Now his devices are available for purchase worldwide and are made to order. 

www.bazcontrollers.com  



Some examples of models available 

Basic Tally Unit 

 

 

                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                                                                                                    

                

The Basic Tally Unit allows 8 tallies to be 

programmed from any ATEM PROGRAM, 

PREVIEW and selected AUX BUSS. The tallies are 

provided from a built in 9 pin ‘D’ connector as TTL 

signals. There is also a 6 pin MiniDin connector for 

the optional display unit. 

The unit has an ethernet connector for ATEM/user 

interface, a USB connector for software updates 

and diagnostics, a 6 - 14 volt power connector and 

a reset button. The ethernet can also have 

optional POE, the USB can provide 5 volt power 

and the power connector can provide 6 volt to 14 

volt external power. 

When used with the optional Display Unit you can 

use 20 Macros in any of the 5 Macro Banks. 

The LEFT SIDE has the ethernet connector, a reset 

button, a USB connector and an external power 

connector. If using the optional POE you will only 

need the ethernet cable attached for full operation. 

The ethernet is used to interface with the ATEM as 

well as connect to a suitable terminal application on 

a PC or MAC for configuring the unit. 

The RIGHT SIDE has a 9 pin ‘D’ connector for Tally 

interface and a 6 pin MiniDin to connect the optional 

LCD display. The Tally interface can operate as either 

normal or inverted. 

*For earlier models… 

There is a switch to select either ground or +5 volt for 

pin 9 of the ‘D’ connector 

When the power type switch is closest to the MiniDin (as 

seen in the image) it has 5 volts selected to go to the ‘D’ 

connector pin 9. 

The top of the Basic Tally Interface has a small to display power and ATEM data activity. YELLOW LED 

The LED will flash as data is received from the ATEM indicating connection is active. 



Tally/Macro4 Unit 

                  

 

Tally/Macro16 Unit 

 

 

 

This has all the features of the Basic Tally Interface 

plus a fully programmable 4 hardware button 

Macro controller. 

Each of the 4 buttons can be configured to run any 

ATEM Macro of the user selectable bank of 20. 

In the configuration application available using a 

suitable terminal application (PC or MAC) or the 

optional Display Unit, you can set the unit to 

control any of the 5 groups of 20 macros (as seen in 

the ATEM Software Control Panel under ‘Macros’). 

The Left and Right of the unit is also the same as 

the Basic Tally Interface. The top also has the small 

and 4 user labeled hardware buttons. YELLOW LED 

(*note – the unit only runs a Macro. You program 

the Macro using the ATEM software control panel) 

This has all the features of the Tally/Macro (x4) 

Interface plus an extra 5 buttons to provide a total 

of 16 individual hardware buttons. This is 

achieved by using the 2 rows of 4 buttons for 

macros 1 to 8 and the same again with the SHIFT 

button for functions 9 to 16. 

All 16 button combinations can be configured to 

run any ATEM Macro of the selected bank of 20. 

By using multiple units you can have each unit to 

control separate macro Banks. 



Tally Relay4 Unit 

 

                                                                                                           

Tally Relay8 Unit 

       

This has all the features of the Basic Tally Interface 

plus optional 4 x relays with changeover contacts.  

This allows for control over nonstandard electrical 

interfaces (non TTL) that cannot use the 9 pin ‘D’ 

connector. Full mains voltages (up to 10A 250v) can 

be applied allowing a tally to trigger much more 

powerful devices. This unit also includes 4 fiber optic 

indicators on the top to show relay activity. 

Also on the top is a slot for screwing in cables on the 

rear that are wired to the required devices. 

The relays follow the same tally functions as what are 

available on the 9 pin ‘D’ connector tallies 1 to 4. 

At the REAR of the unit is the connector strip with 

12 screw terminals; 4 lots of 3 to provide 

changeover functionality. 

Common is the centre, normally open is the left 

and normally closed is the right of each group of 4. 

This has all the features of the Tally Relay4 Interface 

plus an extra 4 x relay contacts to provide 8 relays 

with changeover.  

This unit includes another 4 fiber optic indicators on 

the top to show all 8 relay activity. 

Also on the top is a second slot for screwing in cables 

on the front that are wired to the required devices. 

The extra 4 relays follow the same tally functions as 

what are available on the 9 pin ‘D’ connector tallies 5 

to 8. 



Optional Display Unit 
 

 

 

 

Other Options 
 

The above Tally and Macro units are a brief description of what is available. Starting with the Basic Tally Unit you can 

add the various options to suit your needs. For example you can get a fully optioned unit that would include – 

o Basic Tally Unit 

o Power over ethernet (POE) 

o 9 x Macro buttons (to control 16 macros) 

o 2 x 4 relay units (self contained) 

o LCD Display unit (with connecting cable) 

Also available is a custom made to order tally cable for connecting 3
rd

 party devices eg. Datavideo ITC-100. 

When ordering, just specify the device type and tally preferences.  

 

 

  

The optional Display Unit has a backlit 16 

character by 2 line LCD display with 4 hardware 

buttons and an indicator LED. It connects to all the 

above units using thea 6 pin MiniDin connector. 

This unit allows you to monitor and configure all 

the aspects of the device. It allows you to monitor 

the ATEM PROGRAM and PREVIEW buss sources 

and quickly view the status of the device. 

It allows you to configure the IP addresses, tally 

allocations, Aux number for tallies, Macro button 

allocations and which ATEM Macro Bank to use. 

It also provides the ability to run any of the 20 

macros in the allocated Macro Bank without the 

use of Macro hardware buttons. 

There are also built in Diagnostic functions. 

All the capabilities of the optional Display Unit can 

also be performed using a terminal application 

connected to a MAC or PC using the ethernet 

connection. 



Introduction 
 

The 8 tally/Macro Controller for ATEM Production Switchers is a palm sized interface that reads any model ATEM and 

indicates which video sources are selected as tallies. These `sources’ can be either the PROGRAM row, the PREVIEW row 

or any available AUX BUSS. The indication is based on a grounding signal (TTL) that can be connected to a RELAY, an LED 

or any electronic circuit like a wireless button controller. It comes standard with 8 fully programmable tally control 

signals (pins). It also has the option of adding 20 Macro run commands that can be assigned to multiple run buttons. 

When used with the optional Display Unit it can be used to control 20 ATEM pre-programmed Macro functions of any of 

5 available memory banks. 

And when the optional hardware buttons are included, you can simply press any button to run a macro from an 

allocated list. There are 2 types of button configurations; a 4 button setup for running 4 Macros and a 9 button setup for 

running 16 Macros. 

If you need to interface to non TTL devices there is also the option of adding either 4 or 8 relay units with screw 

terminals that supply changeover connectivity, that are either built in or external to the unit. 

These units are all based on your specific needs to keep costs down. They are ‘built to order’. 

All models have the following connectors - 

- a USB connector for powering from a USB port (5v), software updates and diagnostics 

- an ethernet connector for reading the ATEM data and user control. It also can provide optional POE* 

- a 2.5mm cylindrical power connector (6v - 14v, centre pin +) 

- a 9 pin ‘D’ connector with 8 TTL signals (LOW = on, HIGH = off) and a switchable ground/5v signal (pin 9) 

- a 6 pin mini din for connection to the LCD Display unit for monitoring and configuration 

There is also a reset button and a status LED. The status LED displays power and ATEM activity (data receive). 

With the Macro option there are 4 or 8 assignable push buttons for running ATEM macros. The 8 button option also has 

a SHIFT button to extend the functionality to control 16 macros. 

*Adding the POE option (power over ethernet) allows for powering and operating the device with just one ethernet 

cable.  

Also available is an expanded version that has built in 4 or 8 relays for driving heavy loads or circuit isolation.  

Each of the relays has contact changeovers allowing for both normally open and normally closed functions. 

Features 

 
- Small size (basic unit – 85x77x51, Relay4 unit – 122x85x54, Relay8 unit – 166x85x54) 

- Up to 3 way power supply (USB 5 volt, cylindrical power connector 6v - 14v, optional power over ethernet) 

- Basic setup using USB connection and/or a Terminal program (MAC or PC) 

- Enhanced setup and monitoring using ethernet connection and a Terminal program (MAC or PC) 

- Optional setup using a 4 button LCD display (16x2) control box (no need for a terminal program) 

- Fully programmable 8 channel tally system (each tally can be a program, preview or aux source) 

- Can derive tally status from any mix of PROGRAM buss (red), PREVIEW buss (green) or AUX BUSS 

- Displays current ATEM source name on the ethernet connection including PROGRAM, PREVIEW and all AUX  



- Displays current ATEM sources on the optional Display Unit for PROGRAM, PREVIEW and AUX busses 

- Optional built in indicators for 4 or 8 relays 

- 20 trigger-able macro commands available with the optional Display Unit  

- Optional 4 or 16 assignable functions for running ATEM macros (assignable using ATEM name) 

Configuration 

 
The 8 tally/Macro Controller for ATEM Production Switchers uses 2 methods for configuring the unit. 

- Setup using the existing ethernet connection with a Terminal program (eg PuTTy.exe) 

- Setup using the optional Display Unit using the built in MENU, SET and arrow buttons. 

You can also perform some setup functions using the USB connector and a Terminal program (eg PuTTy.exe ) 

To successfully operate the unit you must set up the units IP address, the IP address of the ATEM you wish to connect to, 

and the desired AUX buss to derive the tally source. 

Setup using the USB connector – For first usage configuration 

 

Using the USB setup, connect to a computer (MAC or PC) and use any compatible Terminal program.  

Device drivers may need to be installed. These device drivers are based on the Arduino Uno and are available free online 

or on request. The USB setup is only used for setting device IP addresses and Tally Logic. 

https://www.arduino.cc/en/Guide/ArduinoUno#toc3 

When first connecting using the USB connector the terminal screen will display the following: 

 

 

 

                                (the Local IP and ATEM IP values may be different than what is shown above) 

The startup screen displays the basic information needed for reference if tech support is required. Most operational 

problems occur from these settings being incorrect.  

(*note – NovaDrive is the name used to describe the `engine’ used to communicate with the ATEM using ethernet) 

If there is NO ATEM connected or the IP settings are wrong the terminal will display: 

 

If there IS an ATEM connected and the settings are correct the terminal will display: 

 

 

Regardless of which mode the unit started in you can display the USB MENU items available from the USB setup. 

In the terminal display enter a ‘?’ followed by �. The terminal will display: 

 

***NovaDrive Activated!*** 
x8Tally for ATEM 
 
Local IP = 192.168.2.190 
ATEM IP at 192.168.2.240 

NO Response from ATEM!  

ATEM FOUND! 
ATEM connection accepted 



 

 

To enter the CONFIGURATION MANAGER press ‘C’ then � (case sensitive). 

 

 

Use the ▲ and ▼ keys on the computer keyboard to select between Local IP and IP of ATEM. 

 

 

 

 

Press � to start setting the required values. 

 

 

 

 

 

The highlighted number box is the value selected for adjustment. Use the ◄ and ► keys to select each number box to 

adjust. Use the ▲ and ▼ keys to increment or decrement each value or hold down to rapidly change the value. 

Once all 4 values are set to the desired values press � to accept or ‘ESC’ to abort any changes. 

The new values are saved and the terminal displays SAVED then returns to: 

 

 

 

Use the same method to adjust the ATEM setting. 

ATEM IP at 192.168.2.240 
 

 

Note that the ATEM setting does NOT set the IP address of the ATEM, it only tells the unit where to FIND the required 

ATEM. Also note that a typical setting requires that the first 3 number boxes of the IP addresses be the same value. 

Once all required settings are complete press ‘ESC’. This will permanently save the values into NV memory for power 

cycling. If changes were made to either setting you must restart the unit. You can restart the unit by either power 

cycling, pressing RESET or entering ‘r’ then � on the terminal while connected to the USB connector. 

 

 

 

Enter ‘r’ then � to perform a software restart (reboot) if IP changes were made. 

Enter ‘i’ then � to invert the tally displays. Invert means to set the tally pins HIGH when activated and set the tally pins 

LOW when NOT activated. This allows for direct LED connection to the Tally Connector using HIGH or LOW TTL logic for 

ON. (This replaces the switch that was present for earlier models). 

  

C=ENTER CONFIGURATION MANAGER 
r=reboot 
i=invert tallies 

CONFIGURATION MANAGER 
Local IP 

CONFIGURATION MANAGER 
SET Local IP 
192.168.002.190 

CONFIGURATION MANAGER 
Local IP 

CONFIGURATION MANAGER 
SET IP of ATEM 
192.168.002.240 

CONFIGURATION MANAGER 
IP of ATEM 

C=ENTER CONFIGURATION MANAGER 
r=reboot 
i=invert tallies 



Setup using the ETHERNET connector 
 

For the ETHERNET setup you can connect via the ethernet IP address and use any appropriate Terminal program.  If you 

are using a network hub/switch with your ATEM you would connect all your devices to it which allows you to remotely 

configure the 8 tally/Macro Controller for ATEM Production Switchers. 

The following shows the procedure using the freely available ExtraPuTTY.exe application on a Windows computer. 

http://www.extraputty.com/ 

To connect via ethernet, open a terminal program in Telnet mode connected to the Local IP address of the unit and set 

the Telnet to port 23. Ensure that Local Echo is OFF and Local Line Editing is OFF (under the ‘Terminal’ tab). The ethernet 

connection will fail if no ATEM connection has been established. 

When first connecting using the ETHERNET connector the terminal screen will display the following: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                 (The startup display will differ depending on the type of ATEM connected) 

 

 

 

 

PROGRAM - Camera 2 
PREVIEW - Camera 3 
AUX 1 - ME 1 Prog 
 
x8Tally for ATEM (c) Baz Leffler 
Software version 01.00a 
License Number 220027  
 
Local IP = 192.168.2.190 
ATEM IP at 192.168.2.240 
 
mac address = 90:A2:DA:0:E8:72 
 
ATEM = ATEM Mini 
 
Tally Allocation 
#       Mode            Function 
1       PROGRAM         Camera 1 
2       PROGRAM         Camera 2 
3       PROGRAM         Camera 3 
4       PROGRAM         Camera 4 
5       PREVIEW         Camera 1 
6       PREVIEW         Camera 2 
7       PREVIEW         Camera 3 
8       PREVIEW         Camera 4 
 
Aux Buss Allocation = 3 
Select MacroBank  1 
 



The startup screen displays the system status and current sources selected on the PROGRAM buss, PREVIEW Buss and 

all available AUX busses. During normal operation the top of the terminal screen will update as any ATEM sources 

change. 

Description of each item: 

- Software Version – the currently installed software version. This can be updated as and when later versions 

become available 

- License Number – every unit has its own unique License number. This is used when tech support is required 

- Local IP – the current IP address of the unit 

- ATEM IP – the IP address the unit uses to connect to the ATEM 

- mac address – the unique mac address of the ethernet port of the unit. No other device on the network must 

have the same address (*note – mac address has nothing to do with a MAC computer) 

- ATEM – the model ATEM connected (as reported by the ATEM) 

- Tally allocation – these are the current settings for the 8 available tally pins. They can be set to either 

PROGRAM, PREVIEW or AUX and can be set to any external source of the connected ATEM 

- Aux Buss Allocation – the current Aux Buss being monitored for tally 

- MacroBank – displays which of the 5 ATEM Macro Banks the unit is accessing (20 Macros per bank) 

 

*note – The 8 tally/Macro Controller for ATEM Production Switchers is based on an Arduino Uno microcontroller. This only 

has a limited amount of memory and is not capable of storing the 5 banks of 20 names, so it is limited to only storing 1 

bank which can be selectable in the configuration menu. 

 

During normal operation the ETHERNET terminal screen displays the PROGRAM row, PREVIEW row and AUX busses 

current source selections using the ATEM’s built in names as set by the ATEM configuration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                     This is the display for an ATEM that has 6 AUX busses 

 

 

 

 

 

                                      This is the display for an ATEM that has 1 AUX buss 

 

 

 

 

PROGRAM - ME 2 Prog 
PREVIEW - Camera 3 
AUX 1 - ME 1 Prog 
AUX 2 – Media Player 1 
AUX 3 - Color Bars 
AUX 4 – lean Feed 1 
AUX 5 – Camera 1 
AUX 6 – Camera 2 

PROGRAM - ME 2 Prog 
PREVIEW - Camera 3 
AUX 1 - ME 1 Prog 
 



ETHERNET terminal  commands 

‘?’ – MENU ITEMS 

 

In the terminal display enter ‘?’ followed by �. The terminal will display: 

 

 

 

 

 

This displays a list of single key stroke items and their functions (case sensitive). 

 

‘C’ - CONFIGURATION MANAGER 

 

To enter the CONFIGURATION MANAGER press ‘C’ and �. 

 

 

Use the ▲ and ▼ keys on the computer keyboard to select between each configuration item. 

 

- Local IP 

- IP of ATEM 

- Tally Allocation 

- Aux Buss Tally 

- Macro Buttons 

- Select MacroBank 

 

The Local IP is the IP address of the unit. 

The IP of ATEM is the IP address of the ATEM the unit will connect to. 

The Tally Allocation is the ATEM input allocated to each tally pin. 

The Aux Buss Tally is the ATEM AUX buss the aux tally relates to. 

The Macro Button is the Macro functions to perform using the optional Macro buttons. 

The Select MacroBank allows selection of which ATEM Macro bank to use (1 to 5) 

 

Press � to start setting the required values. 

 

Configuring the Local IP 

 

 

 

 

C=ENTER CONFIGURATION MANAGER 
r=reboot 
s=status 
t=test tallies 
k=test keys 
n=ATEM Inputs 
m=ATEM Macros 

CONFIGURATION MANAGER 
Local IP 

CONFIGURATION MANAGER 
SET Local IP 
192.168.002.190 



 

 

The highlighted number box is the value selected for adjustment. Use the ◄ and ► keys to select each number box to 

change. Use the ▲ and ▼ keys to increment or decrement each value or hold down to rapidly change the value. 

Once all 4 values are set to the desired values press � to accept or ‘ESC’ to abort any changes. 

The new values are saved and the terminal returns to: 

 

 

 

Configuring the IP of the ATEM 

(Use the same method to do the ATEM setting) 

 

ATEM IP at 192.168.2.240 
 

*note that the ATEM setting does NOT set the IP address of the ATEM, it only tells the unit where to FIND the required 

ATEM. Also note that a typical setting requires that the first 3 digits of the IP addresses be the same. 

Once all required settings are complete press ‘ESC’. This will permanently save the values into NV memory for power 

cycling. If the Local IP or ATEM IP have been changed you must restart the unit. You can restart the unit by power 

cycling, pressing RESET or entering ‘r’ then � on the terminal while connected to the ETHERNET connector. This will 

close the Ethernet terminal window. If you have forgotten the IP setting , use the USB connector to display the values on 

startup. 

Configuring the Tally Allocation 

 

 

 

 

Press � to make changes to the Tally Allocations. 

Use the ▲ and ▼ keys to increment or decrement the required Tally (1 to 8). 

Use the ◄ and ► keys to change the tally trigger source from the ATEM (uses the ATEM source names). 

Press ‘ESC’ to abort the changes. 

Press � to accept the changes and return to the configuration manager. 

 

Configuring the AUX Buss Tally 

 

 

 

 

Press � to make changes to the Aux Buss Tally. 

Use the ▼ and ► keys to increment the required Aux buss to derive Aux source tallies 

CONFIGURATION MANAGER 
Local IP 

CONFIGURATION MANAGER 
SET IP of ATEM 
192.168.002.240 

CONFIGURATION MANAGER 
Tally Allocation 

CONFIGURATION MANAGER 
Aux Buss Tally 



Use the ▲ and ◄ keys to decrement the required Aux buss to derive Aux source tallies 

Press ‘ESC’ to abort the changes. 

Press � to accept the changes and return to the configuration manager. 

Configuring the Macro Buttons 

 

 

 

 

Press � to make changes to the Macro Button Allocations. 

If there are no macros available in the currently selected Macro Bank it will Macro Bank empty 

Use the ▲ and ▼ keys to increment or decrement the required Macro Button (1 to 16). 

Use the ◄ and ► keys to change the Macro button function from the ATEM (uses the ATEM macro names). 

Press SPACE to remove macro from button 

Press ‘ESC’ to abort the changes. 

Press � to accept the changes and return to the configuration manager. 

Seting the ATEM Macro bank to use 

 

 

 

 

Press � to make changes to the selected ATEM Macro Bank. 

Use the ▼ key to increment the required ATEM Macro Bank 

Use the ▲ key to decrement the required ATEM Macro Bank 

Press ‘ESC’ to abort the changes. 

Press � to accept the change. The unit will restart to allow the new ATEM macro names to load. 

After the reboot and the ATEM has connected, press the ‘Hangup’ menu item and then the ‘Restart Session’ menu item 

to re-establish the Terminal connection. 

 

‘r’ - REBOOT 

 

To restart the unit press ‘r’ and �. 

TATEM IP at 192.168.2.240 
ATEM IP at 192.168.2.240 
 

 

Enter ‘y’ to confirm the reboot or any other key to abort the reboot command. 

If ‘y’ was pressed the ethernet terminal window will display REBOOTING... and the unit will reboot.  

The status LED will flash if there is ATEM communication. 

After the reboot and the ATEM has connected, press the ‘Hangup’ menu item and then the ‘Restart Session’ menu item 

to re-establish the Terminal connection. 

 
Reboot? 

CONFIGURATION MANAGER 
Macro Button 

CONFIGURATION MANAGER 
Select MacroBank 



‘s’ - STATUS 

 

To display the status of the unit press ‘s’ and �. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TATEM IP at 192.168.2.240 
ATEM IP at 192.168.2.240 

 

 

 

 

 

This function is only used for viewing the settings of the 8 tally/Macro Controller for ATEM Production Switchers. 

Description of each item: 

- Software Version – the currently installed software version. This will be updated as and when later versions 

become available 

- License Number – every unit has its own unique License number. This is used when tech support is required 

- Local IP – the current IP address of the unit 

- ATEM IP – the IP address the unit uses to connect to the ATEM 

- mac address – the unique mac address of the ethernet port of the unit. No other device on the network must 

have the same address 

- ATEM – the model ATEM connected 

- Tally allocation – these are the current settings for the 8 available tally pins. They can be set to either 

PROGRAM, PREVIEW or AUX and can be set to any external input source of the connected ATEM 

- Aux Buss Allocation – the current Aux Buss being monitored for source tally 

- MacroBank – displays which of the 5 ATEM Macro Banks the unit is accessing (20 Macros per bank) 

 

‘t’ – TEST TALLIES 

 

To test the tallies of the unit press ‘t’ and �. 

x8Tally for ATEM (c) Baz Leffler 
Software version 01.00a 
License Number 220027 
 
Local IP = 192.168.2.190 
ATEM IP at 192.168.2.240 
 
mac address = 90:A2:DA:0:E8:72 
 
ATEM = ATEM 2 M/E Production Switcher 
 
Tally Allocation 
#       Mode            Function 
1       PROGRAM         Camera 1 
2       PROGRAM         Camera 2 
3       PROGRAM         Camera 3 
4       PROGRAM         Camera 4 
5       AUX 3           Camera 1 
6       AUX 3           Camera 2 
7       AUX 3           Camera 3 
8       AUX 3           Camera 4 
 
Aux Buss Allocation 3 
Select MacroBank  1 
 



 

 

Each of the 8 tallies will be activated every half second and the screen will display the current tally number. 

To exit the Test Tally function press the ‘ESC’ key. 

 

‘k’ – TEST KEYS 

 

To test the buttons of the tally unit and the LCD panel press ‘k’ and �. 

 

 

The current button press on the tally unit will display Macro 1, Macro 2, Macro 3, Macro 4, Macro 5, Macro 6, Macro 7 

or  Macro 8 if no SHIFT pressed, and Macro 9, Macro 10, Macro 11, Macro 12, Macro 13, Macro 14, Macro 15 or Macro 

16 if SHIFT is pressed. (*note – pressing these buttons while testing will NOT run the Macro) 

The current button press on the LCD panel will display display MENU, display SET, display UP or display DOWN. 

 

To exit the Test keys function press the ‘ESC’ key. 

 

‘n’ – ATEM Inputs 

 

To display the input names of the currently connected ATEM press ‘n’ and �. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                  (the above will differ depending on your own ATEM model and name settings) 

The ATEM Input number and associated name will be displayed.  

The ATEM name value is what has been entered on the ATEM Software Control panels  icon under the menu 

Tally 1 

Macro 
display none 

ATEM Input names 
 1 HDMI input 
 2 Camera 1 
 3 Camera 2 
 4 Camera 3 
 5 Camera 4 
 6 Camera 5 
 7 Camera 6 
 8 Camera 7 
 9 Camera 8 
10 Camera 9 
11 Camera 10 
12 Camera 11 
13 Camera 12 
14 Camera 13 
15 Camera 14 
16 Camera 15 

 



. 

ATEM ‘inputs’ are defined as inputs available on an external connector as found on the ATEM LABELS - Inputs tab. 

The inputs NOT available for tallies include the following ATEM sources : 

- Black 

- Color Bars  

- Color 1  

- Color 2  

- Media Player 1  

- Media Player 1 Key 

- Media Player 2  

- Media Player 2 Key 

- Key 1 Mask  

- Key 2 Mask  

- Key 3 Mask  

- Key 4 Mask  

- DSK 1 Mask  

- DSK 2 Mask  

- Super Source  

- Clean Feed 1  

- Clean Feed 2  

- Auxilary 1  

- Auxilary 2  

- Auxilary 3  

- Auxilary 4  

- Auxilary 5  

- Auxilary 6  

- ME 1 Prog  

- ME 1 Prev  

- ME 2 Prog  

- ME 2 Prev  

- Camera 1 Direct (as seen on the ATEM Mini) 

 

  



‘m’ – ATEM Macros 

 

To display the 20 macro names of the selected bank of the currently connected ATEM press ‘m’ and �. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                   

 

 

The Title line also displays which Macro Bank number the unit is selected to use. Following that it displays a list of all the 

ATEM Macro numbers and associated name in that bank.  

All 20 Macro names are displayed and empty macros are displayed as empty. 

If a hardware button is allocated to any Macro Name the allocation is displayed on the right. 

 

 

ATEM Macro names Bank 1 
 1 Replay H_deck 1                button 5 
 2 Replay H_deck 2                button 6 
 3 Replay H_deck 3                button 7 
 4 Replay H_deck 4                button 8 
 5 DSK 1 name 1             SHIFT button 1 
 6 DSK 1 name 2             SHIFT button 2 
 7 DSK 2 name 1             SHIFT button 3 
 8 DSK 2 name 2             SHIFT button 4 
 9 KEY 1 title                    button 1 
10 KEY 1 credits                  button 2 
11  empty 
12  empty  
13  empty  
14 KEY 2 sponsor 1                button 3 
15 KEY 2 sponsor 2                button 4 
16 KEY 2 sponsor  
17 PIP Top Left             SHIFT button 5 
18 PIP Top Right            SHIFT button 6 
19 PIP Bottom Left          SHIFT button 7 
20 PIP Bottom Right         SHIFT button 8 

Where the 9 Macro button option is used, the top 

row are button 1, button 2, button 3 

and button 4. 

When used in conjunction with SHIFT the top row 

are button 9, button 10, button 11 and 

button 12. 

 

The bottom row are button 5, button 6, 

button 7 and button 8. 

When used in conjunction with SHIFT the top row 

are button 9, button 10, button 11 and 

button 12. 

*note – these keycaps can be removed and custom 

labels inserted. 



The ATEM Macro name is what was entered on the ATEM Software Control panels’ Macro sub panel when creating the 

Macro. Also note that when viewing these Macro names on the LCD panel, only the 1
st
 16 characters will be displayed 

due to the limitation of the LCD format. 

 

Whenever you are in a Terminal Status (s), ATEM names (n) or Macros display (m) modes, when there is a Program, 

preview or Aux Buss change, the terminal display will return to the ATEM source screen with the update. 

 

 

 

  

PROGRAM - ME 2 Prog 
PREVIEW - Camera 3 
AUX 1 - ME 1 Prog 
 



Using the optional LCD Control Panel 

 

 

 

The optional LCD Control panel is used to enhance the 8 tally/Macro Controller for ATEM Production Switchers by allowing 

input source monitoring, unit configuration, status, diagnostics and Macro settings and commands. It connects using the 

6 pin mini-din on the main unit. The display is a 16 character by 2 line LCD on a backlit panel with a brightness 

adjustment on the rear. There is also an LED on the top right that is used to provide power indication including ATEM 

activity. 

The displays brightness may vary on different power sources. Tests have found that it can also alter from different POE 

sources due to power limitations of the connected router/switch. 

 

When the main unit is first started with the LCD Control attached the LCD displays: 

 

 

 

 

When the main unit is attempting a connection to an ATEM the LCD displays: 

 

 

 

 

X8Tally for ATEM 
(c) Baz Leffler 

X8Tally for ATEM 
ATEM FOUND 



When the main unit has made a successful connection to an ATEM the LCD displays: 

 

 

 

 

Once this is displayed everything is good to go. Do not attempt any other functions until you get this message. 

 

To enter the menu selection press the MENU or ↑ buttons… 

 

 

 

 

… or enter the Configuration menu selection press the ↓ button…. 

 

 

 

 

… or go directly to the Monitor function press the SET button. 

 

 

 

 

There are 6 main menu items available for selection using the ↑ and the ↓ buttons. 

 

- Monitor 

- Configuration 

- Status 

- Diagnostics 

- Macro 

- Reboot 

 

To select the desired menu item, press the SET button when the item name appears. 

 

Select function 
Monitor 

ATEM CONNECTED 
ATEM FOUND 

Select function 
Configuration 

Camera 3 
Color 1 



Menu Items - Monitor 

 

The Monitor menu item sets the LCD display to show the current PROGRAM buss, PREVIEW buss and all the AUX buss 

sources of the ATEM.  

Use the ↑ and the ↓ buttons to display between the following: 

 

- Program and Preview busses 

- Aux 1 

- Aux 2 

- Aux 3 

- Aux 4 

- Aux 5 

- Aux 6 

 

When the Program and Preview busses are selected the PROGRAM buss source is displayed on the top row and the 

PREVIEW buss source is displayed on the bottom row. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When Aux 1 to 6 are selected the top row displays the Aux buss number and the bottom row displays the Aux buss 

source. 

 

 

 

              *note – when using the ATEM Mini, its AUX BUSS is labeled ‘Output’ on the ATEM Software Control Panel 

To exit the Monitor mode press the MENU button. 

 

Menu Items - Configuration 

 

The Configuration menu item adjusts the system settings below. 

Use the ↑ and the ↓ buttons to display between the following: 

 

- Local IP address 

- IP address of where to find the ATEM 

- Tally Allocation 

- Aux Buss to derive tally from 

- Macro button allocation from the currently selected ATEM Macro Bank 

- Macro Bank selection 

 

To select the desired menu item, press the SET button when the item name appears. 

 

Camera 5 
Color Bars

Auxillary 1 
Media Player 1 K



Configuration – Local IP 

 

 

 

 

 

The underlined number is the value selected for adjustment. Use the SET button to select each number value to change.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After pressing SET the underline will move to the next number. 

 

 

Use the ↑ and the ↓ bu�ons to increment or decrement each value or hold down to repeat the changing value. 

Once all 12 values are set to the desired values press the MENU button to accept the changes. 

The new values are saved and the terminal display returns to the configuration mode (the underline will clear). 

 

As each individual number is adjusted, no error correction is applied to the final IP values so you should always keep 

them between 0 and 255. 

 

Configuration – IP of ATEM 

 

 

 

 

 

When selected press the SET button. 

 

 

 

 

 

Local IP 
192.168.002.190

Local IP 
192.168.002.190

IP of ATEM 
192.168.002.240

IP of ATEM 
192.168.002.240



The underline appears under the first number. Use the ↑ and the ↓ buttons to increment or decrement the value or 

hold down to repeat the changing value. Use the SET button to select each number value to change.  

 

Use the same technique as describe under Configuration – Local IP to finalise and save the IP value. 

 

Configuration – Tally Allocation 

 

 

 

 

 

Press the SET button to enter the Tally Allocation. Tally Allocation is where you allocate a source from specific buss to 

activate each of the 8 tally indicators. 

 

 

 

 

The top row of the display shows the selected Tally indicator (1 to 8) and next to that shows if it is allocated to the 

PROGRAM tally, PREVIEW tally or selected AUX tally. 

Press the SET button to select the next tally indicator. If Tally 8 is selected and SET is pressed it will cycle back to Tally 1. 

When the desired tally indicator is selected, press the ↑ and the ↓ buttons to increment or decrement the required 

source, or hold down to repeat the change value.  

Once the last available source is reached it will increment the BUSS type.  

Example: 

Using the ↓ button PROGRAM will step to PREVIEW and then step to AUX BUSS. 

Using the ↑ button PROGRAM will step to AUX BUSS and then step to PREVIEW. 

When all tally indicators have been set to their desired values press the MENU button to accept the changes. 

The new values are saved in NV memory and the terminal returns to the configuration mode. 

 

  

Tally Allocation 
SET to enter

Tally 1 PROGRAM 
Camera 1



Configuration – Macro Buttons 

 

 

 

 

Press the SET button to enter the Macro Button Allocation. Macro Button allocation is where you allocate any of the 20 

ATEM Macros from the selected bank to any of the optional Macro buttons on the unit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Press the ↑ and the ↓ buttons to increment or decrement the required Macro Button. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Press the SET button to enter change mode. The number of the macro button will flash. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Press the ↑ and the ↓ buttons to change the function of the selected Macro Button. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Press the SET button to accept changes and return to the macro Button selection screen. The number of the macro 

button will stop flashing. 

 

Macro Button 1 
SET to enter

Macro Button 1 
chromakey 1

Macro Button 2 
chromakey 2

Macro Button 2 
chromakey 2

Macro Button 2 
select camera 1



 

 

 

 

 

 

Menu Items – Status 

 

 

 

 

 

When in Status Mode the display will show various system status values starting with the PRODUCT INFORMATION. 

Press the ↓ button to step to each status value. You can also use the ↑ button to step back. Note that no values can 

be adjusted in this mode, just viewed. 

 

 

 

 

The software version will differ depending on how up to date your unit is. New versions will become available and can 

be easily installed. See `Updating the firmware’ below for details. As each version becomes available there will be 

release notes that detail product enhancements and bug fixes. 

 

 

 

 

The License Number is unique to your unit. No two units will have the same license number and is used when tech 

support is required. 

 

 

 

X8Tally for ATEM 
(c) Baz Leffler

Software version 
01.00a

License Number 
220012

Local IP 
192.168.002.190

Macro Button 2 
select camera 1



The Local IP confirms the current IP address being used with the connected ATEM and also used for the Ethernet 

terminal control.  

 

 

 

 

The ATEM IP confirms the current IP address being used to connect with the ATEM. 

 

 

 

 

 

The mac address is a unique value used by the units ethernet controlled. No other device connected on the same 

network should have this mac address value. 

 

 

 

 

The ATEM TYPE is the name the connected ATEM sent to the unit on initial connection. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Aux Buss Allocation is the currently selected Aux Buss that the aux buss tallies are derived. 

 

 

 

 

 

ATEM IP at 
192.168.002.240

mac address = 
90:A2:DA:0:E8:72

ATEM TYPE  
mini 

Aux Buss Allocat 
 = 1 

Tally 1 PROGRAM  
Camera 1 



The next 8 items are the 8 tally allocations. 

After the 8 tally allocations are displayed the status loops back to the PRODUCT INFORMATION. 

Press the MENU button return to the status mode. 

 

 

Menu Items - Diagnostics 

 

 

 

 

 

When in Diagnostics Mode press SET button to cycle through all 8 tallies at half second intervals or the ↓ and the ↑ 

buttons to step to each tally. If you have the optional relays you will hear them click on and off. 

 

 

 

 

 

Press the SET button to cycle through all 8 tallies at half second intervals. 

Press the MENU button return to the diagnostics mode. 

 

Menu Items – Macro 

 

 

 

 

 

(note: While the 8 tally/Macro Controller for ATEM Production Switchers is primarily an ATEM read device, running a 

Macro can cause changes to the ATEM and as such becomes a controller) 

The Macro mode allows selection of any of the 20 ATEM Macros from the selected bank and then will RUN them. 

If the top row displays ‘running’ this indicates that the selected macro is active. If the top row displays an asterisk ‘*’ this 

indicates that some macro is active (any of the 100 available Macros). 

 

Test tally 1 
<=cycle   step=>

Macro 1 
Replay H_deck 1

Test tallies 
<=cycle   step=>

 

MENU

 

SET    

 

   ↑ 
 
 

   ↓ 

 

 

MENU

 

SET    

 

   ↑ 
 
 

   ↓ 

 



 

 

 

 

Press the ↓ and the ↑ buttons to select the required Macro (1 to 20) using the name given by the ATEM. 

(*note - the ATEM allows the name length to be 20 characters but the LCD display will only show the 1
st
 16 characters).  

 

 

 

 

When the required Macro is selected press the SET button to activate it 

Press the MENU button return to the macro mode. 

 

 

Menu Items – Reboot 

 

Reboot clears the LCD display and restarts the unit. 

 

Calibration 

 

The 8 tally/Macro Controller for ATEM Production Switchers uses an Arduino Uno micro controller and a W5100 ethernet 

shield. 

There are many hardware and software limitations that had to be taken into consideration to provide a cost effective 

solution to its functionality. This can be reflected in the fact that there is a requirement to store 50 ATEM source names 

and Macro names. This requires a limitation of 20 Macro functions at any one time due to memory limitations for the 

Macro names. 

Part of the hardware limitations is the lack of built in control pins. There are 13 control pins and 6 multiplexed Analog to 

digital pins. 2 hardware pins are used for the USB communications, 8 hardware pins are used for the 8 TTL tallies, 4 

hardware pins are used for the ethernet communications, 2 ADC pins are used as SPI to communicate with the LCD 

display, 1 ADC pin is used to operate the power/ATEM activity LED on the main unit and the display, and 3 ADC pins are 

used as button press detection using analog values. 

The only calibration need would be if the built in ADC algorithms lost their values. They also may need setting if the 

operational voltage is way out of specification. These values are usually set at the factory and stored in non-volatile 

memory. They are also preset within operational ranges to cater for a 15% difference in power supply values. 

If the unit goes out of calibration it will be indicated by some buttons not functioning correctly, or controlling the wrong 

functions. 

Macro 2 
Replay H_deck 2

Macro 1 running* 
Replay H_deck 1



Calibrating the button sensors 
 

The calibration process requires a special program to be loaded into the 8 tally/Macro Controller. 

This is available for download at http://www.bazcontrollers.com/x8tally called x8tallyCalibrate.hex 

Once downloaded, you will need to upload it to the 8 tally/Macro Controller, but ensure you have a copy of the latest 

firmware or at least x8tally_01.06b.hex so you can return it back to the operational state. 

 

To start the button calibration procedure connect the units ‘USB’ to a computer and run a Terminal program set to the 

detected port and the baud rate set to 115200. If the unit is powered this will cause it to reboot, or otherwise power the 

unit. Please note that the ATEM does not need to be connected for this procedure. 

The terminal screen displays: 

 

 

 

 

While the unit is awaiting instructions from the Terminal, it monitors both the Display buttons and the Macro buttons 

and will show any button that is pressed. If a Tally indicator is connected to the side Tally Connector an individual Tally 

will activate for each of the Macro 1 to 4 buttons and the 4 LED Display buttons. 

This can be used to verify the correct button calibrations. 

 

There are 4 Terminal functions available with the Tally Macro Button calibration. 

1. Calibrate Macro buttons – sets the Macro Buttons sensors 

2. Calibrate Display buttons – sets the LCD Display Buttons sensors 

3. Reset all to default – sets all the buttons to factory default 

4. Display values – shows the values that are currently set 

 

Calibrate Macro buttons 

 

The Macro buttons are an option that is fitted to the face of the unit. There can be up to 9 buttons; 4 for macros 1 to 4 

and macros 9 to 12 if there is a SHIFT button, and another 4 for macros 5 to 8 and macros 13 to 16 if there is a SHIFT 

button. Only Macros 1 to 4 are able to be calibrated as macros 5 to 8 use the same calibration. 

Press ‘1’ on the terminal keyboard. 

The screen displays: 

 

 

There is a 2 second pause after Macro button off = is displayed while the buttons are sampled for the all off state. 

After the pause the all off state value is displayed. This should be a number greater than 250. If it is less then this 

indicates that there may be a button stuck down. 

Hold down Macro 1 button. While holding down, a series of dots appear while the unit is obtaining the value for Macro 

button 1. 

Tally Macro Button calibration 
 
Press 1 to calibrate Macro buttons 
Press 2 to calibrate Display buttons 
Press 3 to reset all to default 
Press 4 to display values 

Macro button off = 255 
 
Hold down Macro 1 

Hold down Macro 1.................... 



Once the value is obtained the screen displays: 

 

 

Release Macro 1 button. The screen displays the value obtained as shown in brackets and the factory default shown in 

square brackets. If the value obtained is greater than the factory value plus 10 or less than the factory value then it 

indicates the unit is operating outside normal range and may misread the buttons during normal operational. 

Continue to follow the terminal screen instruction until all 4 Macro Button values have been determined.  

When the 4
th

 button has been complete the screen displays: 

 

 

 

 

 

If at any time you get out of step or press a wrong button just continue as normal until the Macro Button calibration is 

complete and start it again by pressing ‘1’ on the terminal. 

 

Calibrate LCD Display buttons 

 

The Display buttons are part of the option that can connect to the unit. There are 4 buttons. 

Press ‘2’ on the terminal keyboard. 

The screen displays: 

 

 

There is a 2 second pause after Display button off = is displayed while the buttons are sampled for the all off 

state. 

After the pause the all off state value is displayed. This should be a number greater than 250. If it is less then this 

indicates that there may be a button stuck down. 

Hold down MENU button. While holding down, a series of dots appear while the unit is obtaining the value for Macro 

button 1. 

 

 

Once the value is obtained the screen displays: 

 

release Macro 1 (121) [117] 
Hold down Macro 2 

release Macro 4 (225) [221] 
Macro buttons calibrated 
 
Press 1 to calibrate Macro buttons 
Press 2 to calibrate Display buttons 
Press 3 to reset all to default 
Press 4 to display values 

Display button off = 255 
 
Hold down MENU 

Hold down MENU.................... 

release MENU (123) [117] 
Hold down SET 



Release MENU button. The screen displays the value obtained as shown in brackets and the factory default shown in 

square brackets. If the value obtained is greater than the factory value plus 10 or less than the factory value then it 

indicates the unit is operating outside normal range and may misread the buttons during normal operational. 

Continue to follow the terminal screen instructions for all button values SET, ↓ or ↑ have been determined.  

When the ↑ has been complete the screen displays: 

 

 

 

 

 

If at any time you get out of step or press a wrong button just continue as normal until the Display Button calibration is 

complete and start it again by pressing ‘2’ on the terminal. 

Reset all to default 

 

Press ‘3’ on the terminal keyboard. 

The screen displays: 

 

 

All the Macro Buttons and the Display buttons get set to default factory settings. 

 

Display Values 

 

Press ‘4’ on the terminal keyboard. 

The screen displays: 

 

 

The Display Buttons are displayed on the 1
st
 row and the Macro buttons are displayed on the second row. 

 

When calibration is complete you will need to upload the latest firmware or at least x8tally_01.06b.hex so you can 

return the 8 tally/Macro Controller back to the normal operational state. 

During the calibration process all the values acquired were saved into non volatile memory and will be recalled when the 

unit starts. 

 

  

Resetting to default 
 

release UP (201) [196] 
Display buttons calibrated 
 
Press 1 to calibrate Macro buttons 
Press 2 to calibrate Display buttons 
Press 3 to reset all to default 
Press 4 to display values 

none = 250, MENU = 117, SET = 161, DOWN = 183, UP = 196 
none = 250, Macro1 = 117, Macro2 = 156, Macro3 = 196, Macro4 = 221 



Interfacing 
 

Connecting LED’s directly to the Tally Connector 

 

The 9 pin ‘D’ connector uses TTL logic to interface to external devices. Normally this has each tally pin at TTL HIGH logic 

(+5volts) when the tally is OFF and TTL LOW logic (0 volts) when the tally is ON. 

When invert is set to OFF it uses the TTL LOW method which is the same logic most external devices use such as relay 

modules, datavideo devices, Blackmagic Design etc. 

When invert is set to ON you can use this mode to drive LEDs directly from the Tally connector as a TTL HIGH to an LED 

which will turn it on. 

Controller             function          

pin 1    pin 9  tally 1 

pin 2    pin 9  tally 2 

pin 3    pin 9  tally 3 

pin 4    pin 9  tally 4 

pin 5    pin 9  tally 5 

pin 6    pin 9  tally 6 

pin 7    pin 9  tally 7 

pin 8    pin 9  tally 8 

 

On older units ensure the switch on the side is set towards the 9 pin connector. 

When using this interface ensure the ‘Invert Tallies’ is enabled in the USB Configuration setup. 

 

  



Datavideo ITC-100 talkback/tally system 

 

Using the 8 tally/Macro Controller for ATEM Production Switchers you can send tallies to the datavideo ITC-100 talkback 

system and allow on camera program and preview RED and YELLOW tally lights. 

This requires a special cable as described below. 

 

4 beltpack unit (Program and Preview) 

Controller           ITC100 A       function          

pin 1 [120kohm res] pin 1  tally 1 program 

pin 2 [120kohm res]  pin 6  tally 2 program 

pin 3 [120kohm res] pin 11 tally 3 program 

pin 4 [120kohm res] pin 5  tally 4 program 

pin 5 [120kohm res] pin 3  tally 1 preview 

pin 6 [120kohm res] pin 8  tally 2 preview 

pin 7 [120kohm res] pin 13 tally 3 preview 

pin 8 [120kohm res] pin 15 tally 4 preview 

pin 9    pin 4  ground 

 

 

8 beltpack unit (Program only) 

Controller           ITC100 A   ITC100 B    function 

pin 1 [120kohm res] pin 1    tally 1 program 

pin 2 [120kohm res] pin 6    tally 2 program 

pin 3 [120kohm res] pin 11   tally 3 program 

pin 4 [120kohm res] pin 5    tally 4 program 

pin 5 [120kohm res]   pin 1  tally 5 program 

pin 6 [120kohm res]   pin 6  tally 6 program 

pin 7 [120kohm res]   pin 11  tally 7 program 

pin 8 [120kohm res]   pin 5  tally 8 program 

pin 9 (ground)  pin 4  pin 4  ground 

 

Make sure the 120K ohm resistor is inserted between each pins 1 to 8 of the Controller connector and the ITC-100 unit. 

If the resistor is omitted random tallies will display. 

On older units ensure the switch on the side is set towards the 9 pin connector. 

When using this interface ensure the ‘Invert Tallies’ is disabled in the USB Configuration setup. 

  

  



Updating the firmware 

Please note that any reference below to the ‘UNIT’ refers to the Tally/Macro. 

For performing software updates the Controller needs to be connected to a Mac or PC using its USB 

connector. 

Some drivers will need to be installed, and finally the supplied 'HEX' file will need to be uploaded. 

(x8tally_xx.xxx where xx.xxx is the software version number). 

 

Installing drivers WINDOWS 

 

You will need to go to http://bazcontrollers.com/utilities/ and download the 'drivers' folder 

to your desktop 
 
1. POWER THE UNIT 

2. Plug the UNIT into the PC using the supplied USB cable. 

3. Click on the Start Menu, and open up the Control Panel. 
4. Open the Device Manager. 
5. Go to ‘Other devices' 
   For Arduino Mega 2560 devices look for 'Arduino Mega 2560’ 

   For Arduino Uno devices look for Arduino UNO  

   If it does not appear in ‘other devices then go to ‘Ports (COM & LPT)’.   
6. Right click on the ‘required file’ and choose "Update Driver Software" 
7. Select the "Browse my computer for Driver software” 
8. Navigate to your desktop and select the ‘driver’ folder (as downloaded above) 
9. press OK 
10. press ‘Next’ 
11. If the 'Windows Security' warning appears select 'Install this driver software         
 anyway' 
12. the driver will install and then display ‘Success’ 
13. Press Close 

 

In the Device manager the Unit will show up in ‘Ports (COM & LPT)’ as Arduino Mega 2560 

(COM[port]) or Arduino Uno or USB-SERIAL CH340. 
 

 

Installing drivers for MAC OSX 
 
No drivers are needed to be loaded for MAC OSX. To confirm the UNIT is recognized 

by the MAC – 
 
1. Select ‘System Preferences’ 
2. Select ‘Network’ 
3a. The ‘Arduino Mega 2560’ has been identified as a ‘Modem’ 
3b. The ‘Arduino Uno’ has been identified as a ‘Modem’ 

 

 

Determining the COM port allocated to the unit in Windows. 
 
1. Go to Windows ‘Control Panel’ 
2. Select ‘Device Manager’ 



3. Select ‘Ports (COM & LPT)’ 
4. Note the COM port allocated to the Arduino Mega 2560 or Arduino Uno (eg. com 27). 

 

For doing diagnostics –  

 

Setting up the ‘Serial Terminal’ using ‘PuTTY.exe’ (or ExtraPuTTY.exe) – PC 

 

You will need to go to http://bazcontrollers.com/utilities/ and download 'PuTTy' 

to your desktop 
 
1. run ‘PuTTY.exe’ 
2. After ‘PuTTY’ starts - 

3. Select ‘serial’ 
4. Enter the required ‘serial port’ 
5. Enter the speed of 115200 

6. Press ‘Open’ 

 

This will open the terminal window and restart the unit. 
 

 

Setting up the ‘Serial Terminal’ using ‘Terminal’ FOR MAC TELNET USE  

 
1. open Terminal  
2. select 'Shell' 
3. select 'New Remote Connection' 
4. select 'remote login' (TELNET) 
{for 1st time only - select '+' on 'server' (right side) type ip address of the  

 unit (eg 192.168.2.231) 

5. select required connection from 'server' (right side) 
6. select 'connect' (wait for connection acknowledgement from the unit.  
   (may take up to 1 min) 

7. once connected press '^]' (control right square bracket) and the screen displays  
   "-telnet>" 
8. type 'mode char' - this allows single character transmissions to the unit. 

 

Updating software – PC 
 

You will need to go to http://bazcontrollers.com/utilities/  and download the 'xloader' folder to your 

desktop. 
 

'XLoader' is a free application that can upload any software updates (HEX files) that are available for 

the unit.  

Xloader is only available for PC and does not modify your systems registry. It is totally safe. 

 

*** WARNING: THIS HEX FILE WILL ONLY WORK WITH PRE-ENCRYPTED UNITS *** 

To perform a firmware update on a PC - 
1. POWER UP THE UNIT 

2. Plug the unit into a USB port on the PC 

3. Open the XLoader folder 
4. Double click on XLoader.exe 
6. Select where the units new firmware HEX file is using the ‘Hex File’ browse button. 



7. Select the ‘device’ which should be either a Mega(ATMEGA2560) or a Uno 
8. Select the appropriate ‘COM port’ (as determined earlier) 
9. Set the Baud rate to 115200 
10. press ‘Upload’ 

 

After the ‘Upload’ is complete the unit will reboot and start normally. 

 

To perform a firmware update on a MAC – 
 

You will need to go to http://bazcontrollers.com/utilities/ and download the ' MacHexUploader' folder. 

 
1. DOWNLOAD the Arduino IDE software from https://www.arduino.cc/en/Guide/MacOSX 

This software will not be used for the installation but it comes with some other     

utilities that we will be using. 

2. Install this package from the download folder 

*This can be deleted once the firmware has been updated 

3. Ensure the ‘Arduino App’ is installed in the Applications folder. DO NOT run it. 

4. Open the MacHexUploader.app downloaded earlier 

5. Set the Arduino type to Uno – ATmega 328p ATmega2560 

6. Set the Serial port to usbmodem 

7. Set the Baud Rate to 115200 

8. Plug the unit into a USB port on the MAC 

9. POWER UP THE UNIT 

10. Press ‘Upload a Hex File’ 

This will open up a finder window. 

11. Navigate to the location where the new firmware was downloaded to 

12. Double click on the required firmware file 

 The screen will display the upload progress and then verify the data 

 

After the ‘Upload’ is complete the UNIT will reboot and start normally. 

 

 

As an example for the MAC OS Firmware upload please see this video - 

https://youtu.be/iwviAIftvHM 

 

For any more information or tech support contact: 

mailto:baz@bazcontrollers.com?subject=tech support 

Note for GVG2ATEM users : 

 there are 2 files that are needed to be uploaded. 

 The first file is a configuration file specific to the firmware version. 

 It is titled 'GVG110_config_uploader_2.01' (or later version). Upload this file first. 

 While uploading all the GVG panel LEDs will flash and the digits on the display will count up. 

 After the digits stop counting wait about 10 seconds and upload the main controller software. 

 It is titled 'GVG110_ATEM_controller_2.01a' (or later version).  

 This upload will take approximately 1 minute. 

 

 

 


